MOBILE AND WEB DEVELOPER – JOB DESCRIPTION

Check out this unique opportunity with an IoT Big Data company. The company is on a fast growth and has many successful clients. We are adding software developers to build a scalable product for a nationwide business. We are building one a kind of business and this is a one of a kind opportunity for a Web and Mobile developer that wants to contribute from day one while also learning in a fast paced environment. If interested apply at info@aquasight.io

Requirements:

Responsibility: build configurable template driven multi tenant web front-end platform and mobile apps for a real-time analytics system. Below are candidate requirements.

• Two to three years’ hands on experienced developer with background in building both web and mobile products
• Web Front-end Technical Skills:
  o Javascript, JQuery, Angular, Graphing Libraries such Highcharts, D3.js), HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap3, Responsive design, Cross browser compatibility
  o Experience with open source mapping technologies such as Mapbox, OSM, Leaflet would be helpful
  o Able to work with variety of Databases and connect through APIs
  o Mobile Apps Skills: HTML5 App Development Android and iOS), Responsive Design, built and launched app for both App store and Google Play
• Special appreciation and understanding of UI/UX and connecting to back end big data processing engines
• Should have experience in life cycle development front end products successfully in their careers using similar technologies
• Experience in building product with small but highly productive development team
• Someone who loves coding and enjoys building game changing products
• Able to keep up with fast moving technology landscape of big-data front end solutions and incorporating best practices in both processes and technology stack
• Work collaboratively with rest of the product development
• Demonstrated flexibility, able to work in teams while performing hands on work
• Market competitive salary and benefits